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On the Achievable Throughput of CSMA under Imperfect Carrier Sensing Tae Hyun Kim, Jian Ni, R. Srikant, and Nitin H. Vaidya Technical Report, 08/26/2010



Abstract—Recently, it has been shown that a simple, distributed CSMA algorithm is throughput-optimal. However, throughput-optimality is established under the perfect or ideal carrier sensing assumption, i.e., each link can precisely sense the presence of other active links in its neighborhood. In contrast, we investigate achievable throughput of the CSMA algorithm under imperfect carrier sensing. Through the analysis on both false positive and negative carrier sensing failures, we show that CSMA can achieve an arbitrary fraction of the capacity region if certain access probabilities are set appropriately. To establish this result, we use the perturbation theory of Markov chains.



I. I NTRODUCTION Recently, it has been shown that simple carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) algorithms can achieve throughputoptimality in a completely distributed fashion [1]–[4]. The main idea behind these algorithms is to utilize Glauber dynamics to solve the maximum weight independent set problem in a distributed and randomized manner [5], [6]. The algorithms are attractive since they require very little local information, have low complexity, and are implementable with a small tweak to practical wireless interfaces that are based on CSMA with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA), e.g., IEEE 802.11 [7] and IEEE 802.15.4 devices [8]. The algorithms, however, achieve throughput-optimality under idealized assumptions such as continuous-time backoff duration (and continuous-time transmission duration) [1], [2], [4] and/or perfect carrier sensing [1]–[4], [9], [10]. More recent work in [3], [9], [10] relaxes the assumption on continuoustime, showing that throughput-optimality can be established even with discrete-time duration and consequent packet collisions. Nevertheless, the assumption on the perfect (or ideal) carrier sensing still plays a critical role for the CSMAs to achieve throughput-optimality. Under the perfect carrier sensing assumption, a link can always correctly sense the ongoing data transmissions of its neighbors and will not interfere with them. However, carrier sensing in practice cannot be perfect. This paper studies the achievable throughput of the CSMA algorithm with a imperfect carrier sensing capability. We first The research reported here is supported in part by NSF Grant 08-31670, 07-21286, ARO Grant W911NF-05-1-0246, MURI grant BAA 07-036.18, MURI grant W911NF-07-1-0287, AFOSR Grant FA-9550-08-1-0432, and DTRA Grant HDTRA1-08-1-0016. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed here are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the funding agencies or the U.S. government. The authors are with the Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering and the Coordinated Science Laboratory at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, IL 61801 (email: {tkim56, jianni, rsrikant, nhv}@illinois.edu).



propose a CSMA algorithm, called Preemptive CSMA. When the sensing capability is ideal as a special case, Preemptive CSMA is shown to be throughput-optimal. Then, we consider the possibility of false positive and false negative carrier sensing failures. A false positive (negative) failure is that carrier sensing incorrectly judges that the medium is idle (busy) when it is actually busy (idle). It is first shown that false positive failure by itself is irrelevant to achievable throughput. However, false negative failure turns out to indeed cause throughput loss. To gain insight into the impact of false negative carrier sensing failures to achievable throughput, the exact dynamics of Preemptive CSMA is derived in the network with a complete conflict graph (e.g., a single-cell network). We will show that the normalized sum throughput that the network can achieve is (1 − γ · a)∆ where γ is the probability that a false negative carrier sensing failure occurs per link, a is the access probability of each link for contention, and ∆ is the maximum degree of the conflict graph, which is equal to the the number of links minus one in the case of a complete conflict graph. Note that the achievable throughput can be made arbitrarily close to one by choosing a small a even when γ is large. Further, it would be sufficient to have (1 − γ · a)∆ > 1 −  to achieve (1 − ) fraction of the capacity region, which gives the condition a < (γ · ∆)−1 . This argument is extended to the case of general topology networks in this paper. Contributions: Perfect carrier sensing is a key assumption in establishing throughput-optimality of CSMA in all prior works. In this paper, we show that this assumption can be relaxed. • We propose Preemptive CSMA which is throughputoptimal under the ideal carrier sensing assumption. This CSMA allows collisions during data transmissions, preserves the reversibility of the underlying Markov chain, and yields a simpler proof for throughput-optimality than [9], [10]. • We show that false positive carrier sensing failures by itself themselves does not degrade the achievable throughput of Preemptive CSMA, but it may affect delay performance. • We characterize the achievable throughput of Preemptive CSMA with false negative carrier sensing failures. We show that Preemptive CSMA can achieve an arbitrarily large fraction of the capacity region with appropriately chosen access probabilities even under false negative failures. The key idea behind the analysis is the use of perturbation theory of Markov chains.
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II. R ELATED W ORK Since Tassiulas and Ephremides first introduced the notion of throughput-optimality for wireless multi-hop networks in [11], there has been a large body of research on throughputoptimal scheduling algorithms. The MaxWeight algorithm suggested in [11] has high complexity and centralized implementation. As a result, several low complexity alternatives such as maximal scheduling and greedy maximal scheduling have been studied, but in general these algorithms can only achieve a fraction of the capacity region [12], [13]. In practice, however, random access scheduling algorithms such as Aloha and CSMA have been used for a long time due to their simplicity. The practical employment of the algorithms also has catalyzed a long history of performance analysis. For instance, the product-form throughput formula, which depends on the transmission and backoff durations of nodes, was derived for a multi-hop network in [5]. The throughput of CSMA and its variants for a fully connected network were evaluated in [14]. The asymptotic analytic method was developed in [15] for a CSMA network where the access probability is either fixed or a function of packet collision statistics. It is recently that queue length information has been used to tune CSMA parameters. Surprisingly, such queue-length-based adaptive CSMA algorithms can achieve maximum throughput [1], [3], [4]. The algorithms in [1], [2], [4] are based on a continuous-time CSMA protocol like the one in [5], which assumes continuous-time backoff and transmission duration. Moreover, they assume the ideal carrier sensing capability. Continuous-time CSMAs do not have packet collisions. To address collisions, discrete-time throughput-optimal CSMAs have been proposed in [3], [9], [10]. The algorithms in [3], [9] avoid data packet collisions by control packets exchange prior to data packet transmissions. In [10], a discrete-time throughput-optimal CSMA which resembles our Preemptive CSMA is proposed. The notable difference between ours and [10] is that our CSMA still preserves the reversibility of the underlying Markov chain. However, to our knowledge, the impact of imperfect carrier sensing on the queue-length-based CSMA algorithms has not been studied yet.
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Organization: First, we give an overview of the related work in Section II. The wireless network model used in this paper is introduced in Section III. Preemptive CSMA is presented in Section IV, and its performance under ideal carrier sensing is analyzed in Section V. We model carrier sensing failures and analyze the dynamics of both false positive and negative failures in Section VI. The achievable throughput of Preemptive CSMA under imperfect carrier sensing is characterized in Section VII. Section VIII provides simulation results. Concluding remarks are provided in Section IX.
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Fig. 1. Timing diagram for carrier sensing. Carrier sensing observes the later part of a time slot. The results of carrier sensing are shown below the time line. The gray packet at time t − 1 is in collision.



links (link-centric model), which can be easily transferred to a node-centric model.1 This graph-based model is also used in [1]–[4], [9], [10], [17]. Access of the wireless medium is time slotted. A time slot is one unit of time long. Each slot is indexed by nonnegative integer t. For a given time t, we denote the link transmission rate by a vector x(t) whose elements are xi (t), i ∈ E(t). Without loss of generality, these link transmission rates are all normalized, and xi (t) = 1 if link i is scheduled for transmission at time t and xi (t) = 0 otherwise. Thus, link transmission rate x(t) also represents the transmission schedule. We denote by qi (t) the queue length of link i, and the vector q(t) represents queue lengths of all links in the network. The unit of the queue length is one packet. We consider onehop traffic only, but one may incorporate congestion control and routing algorithms for multi-hop traffic as in [18]. We model the interference in the wireless networks by conflict relationships among the links. Let us denote the set of conflicting links of a link i as Ci , i ∈ E. When link i transmits, if one or more links in Ci are active at the same time, the transmission will fail. Furthermore, it is assumed that the conflict relationship is symmetric; if i ∈ Cj , then j ∈ Ci . A feasible schedule x is defined as a schedule in which links in transmission do not conflict with each other P ( j∈Ci xj = 0 for i ∈ x). All feasible schedules comprise the feasible schedule set, which is denoted by F. Carrier sensing is performed at the end of each slot in our model as depicted in Fig. 1.2 The sensing lasts for α duration and its result is used to decide whether the immediate next slot is allowed to be accessed. The current transmitting link may thus fill up the slot if it wants to reserve the next one; otherwise it leaves the last α duration idle. For instance, in Fig. 1, time slot t + 1 is completely filled by an acknowledgement (ACK) packet from the receiver, and slots t + 2 and t + 3 are filled by data packets. In our scheduling algorithm, four types of packets are used: ACK, probe (PROBE), data (DATA), and block ACK (BA) packets. A PROBE packet is a control packet to reserve the medium for a sequence of DATA packet transmissions to follow. A BA packet is to acknowledge the reception of multiple DATA packets by using a single packet with a bitmap, which is also used in the IEEE 802.11n standard [19]. All packet sizes are fixed; a DATA packet is 1 unit long, a BA packet is shorter than 1−α unit, an ACK packet is longer than



III. M ODEL We model a single-channel wireless network using a graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of links. For ease of exposition, we describe the model with



1 One



example of doing this is given in [16] at the end of a slot is just for analytical convenience. One may want to define a slot as a time interval that begins with carrier sensing, but the analysis will be more complex. 2 Sensing
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α but shorter than 1 unit, and the sum of ACK and PROBE packet duration is 1 unit long. Note that due to their sizes and the carrier sensing interval, PROBE and BA packets cannot be detected by carrier sensing. On each backlogged link, eventually a PROBE packet is transmitted successfully, followed by an ACK packet in the same slot. Then, a certain number of DATA packets are transmitted, followed by a BA packet. By a preemptive transmission, we refer to the sequence of slots for a link from the successful PROBE packet to the last DATA packet that precedes the BA packet. For example, there are three preemptive transmissions shown in Fig. 2: the transmission from t = 2 to t = 3 at link B, the transmission from t = 5 to t = 8 at link A, and the transmission from t = 5 to t = 6 at link C. Notations: We use k · k for usual Euclidean norm operation. An over-bar on a variable indicates complementary probability, for example, a ¯i = 1 − ai . We shorten the notation such as P (a|b) := P (a(t) = a|b(t) = b) and P (a|a0 ) := P (a(t) = a|a(t − 1) = a0 ). That is, we use the name of a random process with 0 when we consider the process at time t − 1. If it is clear from context, we omit time index t. Links with zero queue lengths do not run the algorithm. In this way, we only consider the links that have at least one packet in their queues for a given time t. Specifically, the set E and Ci , vectors x(t) and q(t) may have different numbers of elements over time. However, the analytical results are all valid with some links with empty queues because the sum of queue lengths is considered when the achievable throughput is characterized. With a little abuse of notation, we use vectors (such as x(t)) as a set and write i ∈ x(t) if xi (t) = 1 and vice versa. IV. P REEMPTIVE CSMA We introduce our CSMA algorithm in this section. It is called Preemptive CSMA because the defining feature is that some links preempt the medium access of others. The preemption for the access is to the extent of a link i’s conflict link set Ci . Preemptive CSMA can be implemented in a completely distributed manner. The only information needed is the result of the carrier sensing operation and a link’s own queue length. Also, our preemptive CSMA explicitly takes into account the loss by unused slots and collisions of PROBE and DATA packets due to random access. It also considers non-zero carrier sensing time. A. Operations The details of Preemptive CSMA are shown in Algorithm 1. The function Ber(p) returns 1 with probability p and 0 with probability p¯. Under Preemptive CSMA, a link maintains three internal state variables: transmission schedule (rate) xi (t), preemption variable ui (t), and carrier sensing result si (t). At the beginning of a time slot, the scheduling part of the algorithm runs first. Link i checks ui (t−1) to see if it has been preempting the medium access of its conflicting neighbors. If ui (t − 1) = 1, it selects with probability pi to continue preempting the medium by transmitting another DATA packet



Algorithm 1 Preemptive CSMA by link i at time t 1: BSCHEDULING 2: /* Ber(p): Bernoulli trial with probability p */ 3: ui (t) ← 0; xi (t) ← 0 4: If ui (t − 1) = 1 5: ui (t) ← Ber(pi ) 6: Else If si (t − 1) = 0 7: xi (t) ← Ber(ai ) 8: 9: BTRANSMISSION/SENSING 10: si (t) ← 0 11: If ui (t) = 1 12: Transmit a DATA packet 13: Else 14: If xi (t) = 1 15: Transmit a PROBE packet 16: 17: Monitor the medium 18: If ACK for link i received 19: ui (t) ← 1 20: Else 21: si (t) ← CarrierSense()



(Line 4–5 and Line 11–12). Thus, the preemptive transmission will stop only when link i decides on its own and will not be affected by any external condition. When the link that has preempted others decides not to preempt any more by drawing ui (t) = 0 on Line 5, slot t is left idle. This idle slot is supposed to be used by the receiver to send back a BA packet. Due to the duration of the BA packet, which is shorter than 1 − α, the slot essentially signals other links in conflict that the medium is now released from the previously preempting link. By Line 6–7 and Line 14–15, a link i that did not preempt the access of its neighbors (that is, ui (t − 1) = 0) chooses to transmit a PROBE packet in slot t with probability ai only if it does not sense the medium busy in slot t − 1 (that is, si (t − 1) = 0). After the scheduling part, if ui (t) = 1, a DATA packet is transmitted in the current slot, which makes the link preempt the access of others in the next slot. Else if xi (t) = 1, a PROBE packet, which is shorter than 1 − α, is transmitted and the link waits for an ACK packet from the receiver. If neither ui (t) = 1 nor xi (t) = 1, the medium is monitored and the carrier sensing result is stored in si (t) on Line 21. Fig. 2 shows one example of the progress of scheduling under Preemptive CSMA. The considered network has three links, A, B, and C where A and B conflict and so do B and C. In the first slot link A and B transmit PROBE packets at the same time, resulting in a collision. In the second slot, link B succeeds in a PROBE packet transmission and thus, preempts the medium access of links A and C in the third slot. In the fourth slot, link B decides not to preempt others any more, waiting for a BA packet from the receiver.3 In the fifth slot, link A and C transmit PROBE packets and succeed together as they do not conflict with each other. During their preemptive transmission, link B may fail to correctly sense the medium, setting sB (6) = 0 as depicted. Then, it transmits a PROBE packet with probability aB , and it collides with a DATA packet 3 A transmitter may inform its receiver how many DATA packets will be transmitted beforehand. This is possible since the transmitter decides the number of DATA packets by internal Bernoulli trials.
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1) u ∈ F, 2) u ∩ y = ∅, 3) u ∩ s = ∅, and 4) φu∪y (i) = 1 for i ∈ y. With the states that meet these conditions, the transition probability of the chain {u(t), y(t), s(t)} can be found as follows.
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Fig. 2. An example of the changes of internal variables by Preemptive CSMA. The left is the conflict graph of the considered network. The gray boxes indicate the packets in collision. The red crossed box indicates a carrier sensing failure.



Lemma 1. The transition probability of the Markov chain {u(t), y(t), s(t)} is P (u, y, s|u0 , y0 , s0 ) = P (s|u) ·P (u, y|u0 , s0 ) where  Y   Y pi p¯j P (u, y|u0 , s0 ) = i∈u∩u0



j∈u0 \u



! from link A and BA packet from link C. After the collision, link B correctly senses the medium and set sB (7) = 1. B. Dynamics We model the dynamics of Preemptive CSMA by a discretetime Markov chain (DTMC) which has states u ∈ F. To find the dynamics of u(t), other internal variables need to be considered. Let y(t) be the set of links that are in collision and do not have the preemption. By definition, y(t) does not include all the links in collision because some links may have the preemption (ui (t) = 1) while experiencing collisions. Thus, y(t) ∩ u(t) = ∅ for all t. The transition probability of the chain u(t) can be obtained from the transition probability of another Markov chain {u(t), y(t), s(t)}. Since, for a given time t, s(t) is determined at the end of slot t and the result of carrier sensing only depends on u(t), we have P (u, y, s) = P (u, y) · P (s|u) where P (s|u) is the probability that the links in s(t) sense the medium busy when there are preemptive transmissions on links in u(t). Thus, the transition probability of the chain {u(t), y(t), s(t)} is P (u, y, s|u0 , y0 , s0 ) = P (s|u) · P (u, y|u0 , s0 ),



(1)



where a given condition by y0 is omitted in the right hand side as the transition is independent of it. For a state {u, y, s} to be a valid state in the DTMC {u(t), y(t), s(t)}, some state conditions should be satisfied. First consider y(t). In our interference model, a collision happens when two or more transmissions are within each other’s conflict link set. That is, for a valid y, there should be at least one active link in Ci for link i ∈ y. This condition is specified by the following function: ( P 1 if j∈Ci yj ≥ 1, φy (i) := (2) 0 otherwise. By this function, the condition for y with the given P u is that φu∪y (i) = 1 for any i ∈ y where φu∪y (i) := 1 if j∈Ci (uj + yj ) ≥ 1. Define Cu := ∪j∈u Cj for u ∈ F. The following is the state conditions that any valid state {u, y, s} should satisfy. State conditions:
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if s0 ∩ (u ∪ y) = ∅, y ∩ u0 = ∅ and u ∪ u0 ∈ F. Otherwise, P (u, y|u0 , s0 ) = 0. Proof: See Appendix A. One may find (3) complicated, but it is simply a product of access probabilities for different sets of links. Two access probabilities, pi and ai , are used in Preemptive CSMA, and thus, the links in a network are classified into four groups that are associated with pi , p¯i , ai , and a ¯i , respectively. We can finally obtain the transition probability of the DTMC u(t) by summing up (3) over all possible s0 , s and y. For u ∪ u0 ∈ F, X X P (u|u0 ) = P (s|u) P (s0 |u0 )P (u, y|u0 , s0 ) s∈S
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X
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(4)
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where Y and S are the sets of all possible y and s, respectively, which are appropriately defined according to the carrier sensing model P (s|u). In later sections, we model the carrier sensing distribution P (s|u) and analyze achievable throughput. V. P REEMPTIVE CSMA UNDER I DEAL C ARRIER S ENSING In this section, the throughput performance of Preemptive CSMA is studied with the assumption that carrier sensing is ideal. With the assumption, Preemptive CSMA achieves throughput-optimality. The notion of throughput-optimality will be formally defined shortly. A. Dynamics under Ideal Carrier Sensing In our work, it is said that carrier sensing is ideal if any link i can always correctly detect a preemptive transmission by any link in Ci . Such ideal carrier sensing eliminates the possibility of collisions once a link preempts the access by its conflicting links. Consider a successful PROBE packet transmission on link i. That transmission makes other links in Ci sense the medium busy because they sense the ACK packet. Subsequently, DATA packets also make the medium appear to be busy to conflicting links until the link i stops
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transmitting. Thus, under ideal carrier sensing, u(t) is the set of successful transmissions (either PROBE or DATA packet) in time slot t. Formally, ideal carrier sensing is modeled by the following probability distribution:



sensing is ideal can be found from (4) as X P ∗ (u|u0 ) = P ∗ (u, y|u0 ) ∗ y∈Yu∪u 0



= P (s|u) = 1 if s = Cu ,



 Y i∈u∩u0



(5)



B. Dynamics with Ideal Carrier Sense Under ideal carrier sensing, s(t) becomes deterministic; it is always Cu by (5). We have the state conditions for the DTMC {u(t), y(t), s(t)} as follows. State conditions under ideal carrier sensing: 1) 2) 3) 4)



u ∈ F, u ∩ y = ∅, y ∩ Cu = ∅, and φy (i) = 1 for i ∈ y.



For the valid states, the transition probability for the chain is derived from the result in Lemma 1 as follows.
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and P (s|u) = 0 otherwise. Thus, the conflicting neighbors of the links included in u cannot transmit a packet in the next time slot.
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if u ∪ u ∈ F. For non-zero, constant pi ’s and ai ’s, the DTMC u(t) under ideal carrier sensing has strictly positive transition probability from any state to empty state. Moreover, it has strictly positive transition probability from the empty state to any states including itself. Thus, the chain is irreducible and aperiodic. Since the number of states is finite as well, the chain has the unique stationary distribution, which is the same as the steady state distribution. The stationary distribution is easily obtained by the reversibility of the chain as follows. Lemma 2. Suppose that the access probabilities pi and ai for i ∈ E are fixed and satisfy 0 < ai , pi < 1. In this case, the DTMC u(t) is reversible under ideal carrier sensing, which has the following unique stationary distribution: if u ∈ F ! ! Y 1 Y ai ∗ a ¯k π (u) = ∗ (9) Z i∈u p¯i k∈Cu
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and π (u) = 0 otherwise. Z is the normalization constant.
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if Cu0 ∩ y = ∅, y ∩ u0 = ∅ and u ∪ u0 ∈ F. Otherwise, P ∗ (u, y|u0 ) = 0. The condition Cu0 ∩ y = ∅ is from s0 ∩ (u ∪ y) = ∅ in Lemma 1. Throughout the paper, we use the superscript ∗ to differentiate the notations for the ideal carrier sensing case from those for imperfect carrier sensing. For example, π is the stationary distribution of the Markov chain {u(t)} for imperfect carrier sensing while π ∗ is the stationary distribution for ideal carrier sensing. ∗ Denote by Yu|u 0 the set of all possible y’s. The definition of the set is ∗ 0 Yu|u 0 := {y ⊆ E \ (u ∪ u ) \ Cu∪u0 :



φy (i) = 1 for i ∈ y if y 6= ∅}, (7) where Cu∪u0 = ∪j∈(u∪u0 ) Cj = Cu ∪ Cu0 . In (7), we can see y∩u = ∅ and y∩Cu = ∅, which are from the state conditions. The conditions for non-zero transition (6), i.e., Cu0 ∩ y = ∅ and y ∩ u0 = ∅, are also included in the definition. Note that ∗ the order of u0 and u is not relevant. We use notation Yu∪u 0 ∗ for Yu|u0 to express this property. ∗ With the set Yu∪u 0 , the transition probability when carrier



Proof: One can easily check the detailed balance equation π ∗ (u0 )P ∗ (u|u0 ) = π ∗ (u)P ∗ (u0 |u) for all u, u0 ∈ F with P ∗ in (8) and π ∗ in (9). Thus, the DTMC is reversible, and π ∗ is the stationary distribution. The distribution (9) is compact and illustrates the steady state behavior very well; a successful transmission happens only when conflicting neighbors are all silent and the links in u access the medium with probability ai . Once the transmission is successful, obtaining the preemption, the preemptive transmission continues in average for 1/¯ pi slots without interruption. Notice that 1/¯ pi is the mean of the geometric distribution with success probability p¯i . C. Performance First we define the notion of throughput-optimality. We define the capacity region as follows [11]: the capacity region of a network is the set of all arrival rates for which there exists a scheduling algorithm that can stabilize the queues in the network (can make the queue lengths finite for all times). Denote the arrival rate for a network by a vector λ . The capacity region is λ ≥ 0 | ∃ µ ∈ Co(F) such that λ < µ } Λ := {λ



(10)



where 0 is the vector with all zero elements and Co(·) is the convex hull operator. The inequalities are element-wise. Using this definition of the capacity region, a scheduling algorithm is said to be throughput-optimal, stabilizing the network or
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achieving 100% throughput if it can keep the network queues stable or finite for all λ ∈ Λ . For a set of fixed ai and pi , Preemptive CSMA would reach the steady state described by (9). If some of the access probabilities depend on other dynamics such as queue lengths where the dependence is specified by some weight functions wi ’s, we need to analyze a random process u(t) with timevarying probabilistic characteristics. Instead, the following assumption is made for the analysis.



schedule v(t), which follows the distribution πt . For a given  such that 0 <  < 1, if P Eπt [ i∈v(t) wi (t)] P lim ≥1− (15) kqk→∞ i∈v? (t) wi (t)



Assumption 1 (Time-Scale Separation). The chain u(t) is in the steady state in every time slot.



Proof: This is a variant of a similar result in [20] and can be proved along the same lines. We can restate Theorem 1 by using U (t) as follows.



The assumption essentially separates the time-scale of the dynamics of scheduling and variation of the access probabilities. The access probabilities ai and pi for all i ∈ E should change sufficiently slowly that the Markov chain would see no change in ai and pi until the chain converges to the steady state. The question of how slowly ai and pi should change is another research topic beyond the scope of this paper (see [4], [17]). Under Assumption 1, Preemptive CSMA can be proven to be throughput-optimal with properly chosen pi ’s and ai ’s. Note that the distribution π is determined by pi and ai which may differ across time slots. For simplicity, however, we usuall omit the time index t for πt . Consider a set of link weights that are functions of the queue lengths, wi (qi ) where wi : [0, ∞] → [0, ∞] are functions that satisfy the following conditions: 1) wi (qi ) is a nondecreasing, continuous function with wi = 0 if qi = 0 and limqi →∞ wi (qi ) = ∞. 2) Given any α1 > 0, α2 > 0 and 0 <  < 1, there exists B < ∞, such that for all qi > B and i ∈ E, we have (1 − )wi (qi ) ≤wi (qi − α1 ) ≤ wi (qi + α2 ) ≤ (1 + )wi (qi ). (11) For instance, a strict concave and monotonically increasing function with wi (0) = 0 satisfies these conditions [17]. We denote a maximum weight schedule by X v? (t) := arg maxv∈F wi (t), (12) i∈v



for a given time t. We use either wi or wi (t) to denote wi (qi (t)) for simplicity. Given  for 0 <  < 1 and time t, define     X X U (t) := u ∈ F : wi (t) < (1 − ) wi (t) ,   ? i∈u



i∈v (t)



(13) which is also denoted by U for simplicity. Define the complementary set of U as U  (t) := {u ∈ F : u ∈ / U (t)}.



(14)



We apply the following result to characterize the achievable throughput of Preemptive CSMA throughout this paper. Theorem 1 (Eryilmaz, Srikant and Perkins [20]). Consider a scheduling algorithm that gives a successful transmission



for any time slot t, the scheduling algorithm can achieve (1−) fraction of the capacity region. Thus, if (15) is true for any given  such that 0 <  < 1, the scheduling algorithm is throughput-optimal.



Corollary 1. For a given  such that 0 <  < 1, if X  lim P v(t) = v = 1, kqk→∞



v∈U  (t)



(16)



for any time t, then the scheduling algorithm can achieve (1− ) fraction of the capacity region. Thus, if (16) is true for any given  such that 0 <  < 1, the scheduling algorithm is throughput-optimal. For Preemptive CSMA, we confine our interests to the case with pi ’s and ai ’s chosen as follows: 1) Choose pi (t) = 1 − 1/ewi (t) (and thus, p¯i (t) = ew1i (t) ) where wi (t) is an appropriate weight function of the queue length as discussed above. 2) Choose ai (t) such that 0 < alb ≤ ai (t) ≤ aub < 1 for time invariant alb and aub . 3) The variation of ai and pi for all i ∈ E over time should be chosen to be slow enough to satisfy Assumption 1. Let us define a random process d(t) which is the set of the links that transmit DATA packets, not including the links transmitting PROBE packets. Since DATA packets are part of preemptive transmissions, we have d(t) ⊆ u(t). Denote the distribution of d(t) by µt for a given t. The distribution of d(t) under ideal carrier sensing, which is µ∗ (d) (denoted by the same convention as π ∗ ), can be easily obtained from π ∗ (u) by its definition as follows. X µ∗ (d) := π ∗ (u0 )P ∗ (u|u0 ) (17) u∪u0 ∈F :u∩u0 =d



where we use the fact that a link i ∈ d(t) if and only if it is in a preemptive transmission in both previous and current slots, i.e., i ∈ u ∩ u0 . With the fact that all transmissions by d are collisionfree under ideal carrier sensing, we can prove throughputoptimality of Preemptive CSMA. Theorem P 2. For any given  such that 0 <  < 1, limkqk→∞ d∈U  µ∗ (d) = 1. Thus, Preemptive CSMA is throughput-optimal under ideal carrier sensing. Proof: The transition probability for the Markov chain u(t) is (8). We can shorten as follows. Y Y  P ∗ (u|u0 ) = p p ¯ (18) i j Au,u0 0 0 i∈u∩u



j∈u \u



where Au,u0 is the term associated with ai ’s. By using alb and aub , Au,u0 can be upper-bounded by a constant A1 , regardless of u0 and u.
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By putting (18) and (9) into (17), we have  Y  Y   A2 X Y 1 ∗ pi p¯j µ (d) < ∗ Z p¯i0 i∈u∩u0 u,u0 :d i0 ∈u0 j∈u0 \u   A3 Y p i < ∗ (19) Z p¯i i∈d



where “u, u0 : d” is shorthand for u and u0 such that u ∪ u0 ∈ F and u ∩ u0 = d. A2 is a constant that bounds the terms associated with ai ’s in π ∗ (u0 )P as well as the term A1 . A3 is another constant such that A2 u,u0 :d 1 < A3 . We use u ∩ u0 = d for (19). Our choice of pi ’s gives pi /¯ pi = ewi − 1 < ewi . This gives P



X



A4 e(1−) A3 X Pi∈d wi e < µ (d) < ∗ Z Z∗ ∗



d∈U (t)



i∈v?



wi



d∈U



P



P A4 e(1−) i∈v? wi − i∈v? wi P (20) = A e < 6 w A5 e i∈v? i



where A4 = |U |A3 and A6 = A4 /A5 . For (20), we use the bound on Z ∗ which is  X Y ai  Y   Y ai  Y Z∗ = a ¯j > a ¯j (21) p¯ p¯ i∈u i i∈v? i u∈F



> A5 e



j∈Cu



−



P



i∈v?



A. Model for Carrier Sensing Failure There are two types of carrier sensing failures: (1) false positive and (2) false negative carrier sensing failures. The false negative event happens when a carrier sensing protocol detects an “idle” state when the medium is actually busy. In contrast, the false positive event occurs when a “busy” state is reported when the medium is idle. Two types of events happen on two disjoint sets of links at a given time. That is, false positives happen only at the links in E \ (u ∪ Cu ) and false negatives only at the links in Cu . This is because (1) a link in our sensing model can sense preemptive transmissions only and (2) a false positive (or negative) happens only when there is nothing (or something) to be sensed. We model carrier sensing failures by independent Bernoulli trials. The independence of the trial results is assumed to be over all links and time slots. As a result, at each link j in E\(u∪Cu ), a false positive event occurs with some probability η. Whereas, a false negative event occurs only when link j fails to sense all nearby preemptive transmissions, which are the transmissions at link k ∈ Cj ∩ u(t). We model that a link fails to sense one of its conflicting preemptive transmissions with probability γ. Thus, a false negative event at link i occurs with probability γ |Cj ∩u| .



j∈Cv?



wi



(22)



?



where A5 = (alb )|v | (¯ a )|Cv? | . P ub Thus, limkqk→∞ d∈U (t) µ∗ (d) = 0 for any given  for 0 <  < 1 since A6 is a constant Pindependent of the queue lengths. This implies limkqk→∞ d∈U  µ∗ (d) = 1 for any given  such that 0 <  < 1. Therefore, Preemptive CSMA achieves throughput-optimality by Corollary 1. The key strategy for throughput-optimality of Preemptive CSMA is to lengthen the duration of a preemptive transmission (the number of packets in a preemptive transmission) as the backlog increases. As the arrival rate to the network gets close to the boundary of the capacity retion, such duration becomes longer and longer, and the throughput loss in CSMA caused by control packets and unused slots becomes relatively small. Preemptive CSMA resembles the CSMAs in [3], [10], [21]. In essence, Preemptive CSMA is an extended version of QCSMA in [3] to include data packet collisions (when PROBE packet conveys data [22]). Even with collisions, the underlying Markov chain of Preemptive CSMA preserves the reversibility unlike the CSMA in [10]. The analytical framework used here is simpler and more straightforward than the one in [21]. Moreover, the CSMA in [21] assumes zero carrier sensing time, which should be relaxed to investigate the throughput under carrier sensing failures.



B. False Positive Carrier Sensing Failures Let us use superscript + to denote the results under the false positives only. If only the false positives are considered, we have P + (s | u) = η |s\Cu | η¯|E\(u∪Cu ∪s)| (23) for s such that s ⊆ E \u and s ⊇ Cu . For other s, P (s|u) = 0. Note that Cu is always included in s because of the absence of the false negatives. The dynamics of Preemptive CSMA under the false positive sensing failures can be found as follows. Lemma 3. Consider the false positive carrier sensing failures only. If u ∪ u0 ∈ F, !  Y  Y  Y P + (u|u0 ) = pi p¯j η¯al i∈u∩u0



j∈u0 \u



l∈u\u0



! ·



Y k∈E\Cu0 \(u∪u0 )



η¯ak



X ∗ y∈Yu∪u 0



! Y η¯ay , (24) η¯ay y∈y



and P + (u|u0 ) = 0 otherwise. The term η¯ai := 1 − η¯ai = 1 − ai + ηai . By the reversibility of the chain, the stationary distribution is ! ! Y 1 Y η¯ai + π (u) = + η¯ak (25) Z p¯i i∈u k∈Cu



VI. C ARRIER S ENSING FAILURES In this section, we model carrier sensing failures and analyze the dynamics of Preemptive CSMA under carrier sensing failures.



where Z + is the normalization constant. Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B. Compared to (8), it can be seen that the false positive events effectively lower the access probability ai to η¯ai at link i ∈ E \ (u ∪ Cu ).
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C. False Negative Carrier Sensing Failures Now we consider false negative carrier sensing failures. We find the distribution P (s|u) according to the Bernoulli trialbased model. Y  Y   |Cj ∩u| |Cj ∩u| P (s | u) = 1−γ γ , (26) j∈s



Corollary 2. For u ∪ u0 ∈ F, the transition probability of DTMC {u(t)} under the false negative failures is  Y



pi



i∈u∩u0



·



X s0 ∈Su0



0



0



P (s |u )



 Y



p¯j



j∈u0 \u



Y 1 a ¯s 0



 Y



X



s∈s



al



l∈u\u0



! y∈Yu|u0 ,s0



In this section, we show that Preemptive CSMA under carrier sensing failures can achieve arbitrarily large fraction of the capacity. A. Achievable Throughput under False Positives



j∈Cu \s



for s ⊆ Cu . The term |Cj ∩ u| is the number of conflicting neighbors of link j which are currently in preemptive transmissions. As explained before, the false negative carrier sensing failures at link j only happen when all conflicting links in preemptive transmissions fail to be sensed, which happens with probability γ |Cj ∩u| . Assuming the possibility of the false negative sensing failures without the false positives, the transition probability for the DTMC u(t) is derived as follows.



P (u|u0 ) =



VII. ACHIEVABLE T HROUGHPUT UNDER I MPERFECT C ARRIER S ENSING



 Y



a ¯k







k∈E \(u∪u0 )



Y ay a ¯ y∈y y



! (27)



The dynamics of Preemptive CSMA under false positive failures is given in Lemma 3. Using this result, we can find the achievable throughput of Preemptive CSMA under false positive failures as follows. Theorem 3. Consider the false positive carrier sensing failures only. For any given failure probability η such that 0 < η < 1, Preemptive CSMA is throughput-optimal. Proof: Define µ+ similarly to (17).PBy the same line of the proof for Theorem 2, limkqk→∞ d∈U¯ µ+ (d) = 1 for any given 0 <  < 1. This is sufficient for throughputoptimality of Preemptive CSMA under false positive failures since all DATA packets are successful when false negatives are not presented. By Theorem 3, the false positives by themselves are proven to be irrelevant to the achievable throughput, but will be shown that they may affect delays. In the rest of the paper, we assume that the false positives do not happen for simplicity. B. DATA Packet Loss by False Negatives



where Su0 := {s0 : s0 ⊆ Cu0 } and n Yu|u0 ,s0 := y ⊆ E \ (u ∪ u0 ) \ Cu\u0 \ s0 : o φu∪y (i) = 1, ∀i ∈ y . (28) If u ∪ u0 ∈ / F, then P (u|u0 ) = 0. Proof: Given u, u0 and s0 , the set of all possible y’s under false negative failures is denoted by Yu|u0 ,s0 and defined by (28). The definition includes the conditions that s0 ∩(u ∪ y) = ∅ and y ∩ u0 = ∅. In addition, the condition y ∩ Cu\u0 = ∅ ensures that all links acquiring the preemption at time t are free from collision. Also, it includes the collision condition expressed by φ(·) function. Because there is no false positives, carrier sensing failures happen only to the conflicting neighbor links of the links in preemptive transmission mode. Thus, S = {s0 : s0 ⊆ Cu0 }. By (3) and (4), the transition probability under false negative failures becomes (27). It can be easily seen that the Markov chain u(t) with the transition probability (27) has the unique stationary distribution; consider the transitions from any states to the empty state and vice versa. The derivation of the distribution, however, is challenging because the chain is not reversible; consider the relationship between y and other state variables u, u0 and s0 , which gives Yu|u0 ,s0 6= Yu0 |u,s . The relationship prevents the Markov chain from satisfying the detailed balance equation, which results in irreversibility. Note that the Markov chain for the ideal carrier sensing case is reversible due to ∗ ∗ Yu|u 0 = Yu0 |u .



Although the stationary distribution of DTMC {u(t)} is not available under (false negative) carrier sensing failures, the loss of DATA packets by carrier sensing failures is quantifiable. Specifically, in this subsection, we derive the success probability of a DATA packet transmission. We will see in the subsequent subsections that the analysis on the success probability is sufficient to show our main result. When a link transmits a DATA packet, the success probability is determined by conflicting neighbors’ carrier sensing results and their decisions whether to transmit a PROBE packet if they have missed sensing the DATA packet. Let us denote by v(t) the links that have transmitted DATA packets and get them successfully delivered in the same time slot t. The success probability P (v(t) = v) has a complex form due to the combinatorial nature of involved packet collisions. For the analysis on DATA packet loss by carrier sensing failures, it is sufficient to find the success probability for a single link included in a given u ∈ F, which is  Y  X χi (u) = P (s | u) a ¯j (29) s⊆Cu



j∈Ci \s



where i is a link transmitting a DATA packet (i ∈ d). For our carrier sensing model, χi (u) can be computed as follows. Lemma 4. Consider the carrier sensing model in (26). Given a schedule u ∈ F, the success probability for a single link i is  Y  χi (u) = 1 − γ |Cj ∩u| aj , (30) j∈Ci
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which can be bounded as ∆



(1 − γ · aub ) ≤ χi (u) ≤ 1 − γ



dmax



· alb



δ



(31)



where i ∈ d and thus i ∈ u as well. ∆ is the maximum degree of the conflict graph, which is ∆ := maxj∈E |Cj |. Similarly, δ is the minimum degree of the conflict graph. The term dmax is the interference degree, i.e., dmax = maxj∈E,u∈F :j∈Cu |Cj ∩ u|. Proof: After P putting Q (26) into (29), Q we can use the binomial theorem a = 0 0 s ⊆A i∈s i i∈A (1 + ai ). This results in (30). The bounds (31) are trivial. The above lemma shows that the success probability is a function of u, ai , γ and Cj . Among them, we have control on ai ’s, and thus, the success probability can be made arbitrarily close to one if small ai ’s are chosen. The bounds (31) explain well the relationship between the number of conflicting neighbors and the loss by the interference from those neighbors. If there are many conflicting neighbors, the link is exposed to many potential interferers and thus, the link throughput may be small. This worst case corresponds to the left hand side of (31). In the viewpoint of one of the neighbors, however, if there are many neighbors, they may concurrently transmit in a preemptive transmission mode and it may be highly unlikely to miss all of the preemptive transmissions, which consequently limits the loss by a carrier sensing failure to small amount. In fact, this best case corresponds to the right hand side of (31). Therefore, the link throughput should be somewhere between these two extremes, according to the scheduler, which picks u, and to the conflict relationship given by Ci .



Equation (33) is a special case of (30) in Lemma 4 where |Cj ∩ d| = 1. Due to |Cj ∩ d| = 1 for any d in a complete conflict network, the success probability is the least among those of all network topologies when the number of links is fixed. That is, the DATA packet loss probability by carrier sensing failures is maximized when the conflict graph is complete. In addition, the simple, symmetric structure of the complete conflict network allows us to easily characterize the dynamics of Preemptive CSMA. The probability that a link i is in preemptive DATA packet transmission mode is now simply µcc (i) = πcc (i)Pcc (i|i)



(35)



since, for {i} to be a DATA packet transmission schedule, in the previous slot as well as current slot, link i should be in preemptive transmission mode. It is a special case of (32). We can easily find the steady state distribution under imperfect carrier sensing as follows. ∗ , and µcc = µ∗cc . Lemma 5. πcc = πcc



Proof: This can be proven by comparing the transition ∗ probabilities Pcc and Pcc , which are special cases of (27) and (8), respectively. Lemma 5 and Theorem 2 provide the following result. P Corollary 3. {i}∈U  µcc (i) → 1 as kqk → ∞.



C. Achievable Throughput in a Complete Conflict Network



Corollary 3 says that the desirable schedules u ∈ U  (t) are chosen by Preemptive CSMA when the queue lengths become large. Then, some of the transmissions by the schedules may fail due to the interference by carrier sensing failures. Let us define ∆ = maxj∈E |Cj |. The throughput loss can be characterized as follows.



To investigate the achievable throughput, we first find the distribution of d under imperfect carrier sensing. The probability that links are transmitting DATA packets as part of a preemptive transmission is X µ(d) := π(u0 )P (u|u0 ) (32)



Theorem 4. Consider Preemptive CSMA in a complete conflict network. For any given  such that 0 <  < 1, suppose the access probability ai ’s satisfy   √ 1 ∆ aub < 1− 1− . (36) γ



u∪u0 ∈F :u∩u0 =d



where µ and P are used instead of µ∗ and P ∗ in (17). As a special case, consider a collocated network where all links interfere with each other. Thus, the conflict graph is complete. We call such a network a complete conflict network. The analysis of this special network provides understanding of how false negative carrier sensing failures impact the achievable throughput. The analysis is also the key for the stability proof for a general network topology later. In a complete conflict network, at most one link can be in preemptive transmission mode, and all links conflict with each other. Thus, d = u = {i} or d = u = ∅. Thus, the success probability simplifies as Y χcc,i := χcc,i (u = {i}) = (1 − γaj ) (33) j∈Ci



≥ (1 − γaub )|E|−1



Then, Preemptive CSMA under failure model (26) can achieve (1 − ) fraction of the capacity region. Proof: Pick a 1 such that 0 < 1 < 1 and 1 −  ≤ (1 − γaub )∆ (1 − 1 ) for a given . Such 1 exists if the condition (36) holds. Now consider hX i X E wi = µcc (i)χcc,i wi i∈v Xi∈E ≥ (1 − γaub )∆ µcc (i)wi {i}∈U 1 X ≥ (1 − γaub )∆ (1 − 1 )wi? µcc (i) {i}∈U 1 X ≥ (1 − )wi? µcc (i) {i}∈U 1



(34)



where the subscript cc is used to indicate that the underlying conflict graph is complete.



(37)



(38) (39) (40) (41)



where i? = arg maxi∈E wi . Inequality (39) is true by (34), and (40) is by the definition of U 1 . The last step is due to the choice of 1 such that 0 < 1 < 1 and (37).
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P By Corollary 3, limkqk→∞ E[ i∈v wi ] ≥ (1 − )wi? . Therefore, by Theorem 1, Preemptive CSMA in a complete conflict network can achieve (1 − ) fraction of the capacity region for a given  such that 0 <  < 1 if (36) is satisfied.



P ∗ by Lemma 6. For any given , consider  X X X µ(d) = π(u0 )P (u|u0 ) d∈U



d∈U



Theorem 4 states that an arbitrary fraction of the capacity region is achievable with appropriately chosen ai ’s for a complete conflict network. D. Achievable Throughput in a General Network The stationary distribution πcc for the Markov chain u(t) is available in the complete conflict network case, and thus, the distribution µcc can be derived from πcc . However, it is difficult to find the distribution π (and thus µ) in a general network topology when carrier sensing is not perfect. Instead, we characterize π by viewing the Markov chain as a perturbed version of the Markov chain for the ideal carrier sensing case. Interested readers on the topic of the perturbed Markov chains are directed to a survey paper [23]. We first introduce the β-closeness for a perturbed Markov chain, which is a special case of the (β, )-closeness in [24]. Definition Let β > 0. We say a transition probability P is 0 ) | β-close to P ∗ if |1 − PP∗(u|u (u|u0 ) < β for all non-zero state 0 transitions from u to u. This definition provides the following characterization of the steady state distribution.  Theorem 5 (Solan and Vielle [24]). Let β ∈ 0, 1/2|F | . For every irreducible transition probability P ∗ on F and every transition probability P that is β-close to P ∗ : 1) P is irreducible. 2) Its invariant distribution π satisfies |1 − ππ(u) ∗ (u) | < K · β for any u ∈ F and for some large K < ∞. We apply this result to our CSMA model to obtain the following lemma. Lemma 6. The transition probability P under failure model (26) is β-close to P ∗ for ideal carrier sensing if aub ≤



β



(42)



2|E|+1 + |E|



π ∗ (u0 )P ∗ (u|u0 ) (44)



d,u,u0



= (1 + β)(1 + Kβ)



X d∈U



µ∗ (d)



(45)



where (43) is by definition of µ, (44) is by P ≤ P ∗ (1 + β) and π ≤ π ∗ (1 + Kβ), which are obtained from Lemma 6 and Theorem 5. P ∗ By Theorem 2, as kqk goesPto infinity, d∈U µ (d) goes to zero d∈U µ(d). This implies P and so does limkqk→∞ d∈U  µ(d) = 1, completing the proof. Lemma 7 says that Preemptive CSMA chooses more desirable schedules as the backlogs get larger. However, this happens only when ai ’s are selected under the condition (42). Finally, we present the main result on the achievable throughput of Preemptive CSMA under failure model (26) for a general network topology. Theorem 6. For a given  and β such that 0 <  < 1 and β ∈ (0, 1/2|F | ), if     √ 1 β aub < min 1 − ∆ 1 −  , |E|+1 . (46) γ 2 + |E| Then Preemptive CSMA under failure model (26) can achieve (1 − ) fraction of the capacity region. Proof: Pick a 1 such that 0 < 1 < 1 and 1 −  ≤ (1 − γaub )∆ (1 − 1 )



(47) −1



for a given . Such 1 exists if the condition aub < γ (1 − √ ∆ 1 − ) holds. This is satisfied by the first upper-bound in the sufficient condition (46). Now consider hX i X wi = E i∈v



X



π(u0 )P (u|u0 )



d∈F u∪u0 ∈F :u∩u0 =d



X



χi (u0 )wi



i∈u∩u0



(48) ≥



X X d∈F



(1 − γaub )∆ wi



 X



π(u0 )P (u|u0 )



i∈d ∆



≥ (1 − γaub )



X X



wi



 X



π(u0 )P (u|u0 ) (50)



u,u0 :d



i∈d



X  X ≥ (1 − γaub ) (1 − 1 ) wi µ(u) ∆



Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C. In Lemma 6 we have established the β-closeness of P to P ∗ , which consequently provides the bound on the radio of π and π ∗ by Theorem 5. From this bound, we can prove the following result. Lemma 7. For any given  P and β such that 0 <  < 1 and β ∈ (0, 1/2|F | ), limkqk→∞ d∈U  µ(d) = 1 if the access probability ai ’s satisfy aub ≤ β(2|E|+1 + |E|)−1 . |E|+1



−1



Proof: Suppose aub ≤ β(2 + |E|) for some β ∈ (0, 1/2|F | ). Then, the transition probability P is β-close to



(49)



u,u0 :d



d∈U 1



 where β ∈ 0, 1/2|F | .



X



< (1 + β)(1 + Kβ)



Remark The condition (36) can be simplified as aub ≤ (γ∆)−1 if we use the bound (1 − x)y > 1 − xy in the proof.



(43)



u∪u0 ∈F :u∩u0 =d



i∈v?



(51)



d∈U 1



where the summation over u and u0 for a given d is used in (48) for χi (u) to have i ∈ d. Inequality (49) is true by Lemma 4, and (51) is by the definition of U  . By Lemma 7 and the second upper-bound in the condition (46), hX i X lim E wi ≥ (1 − γaub )∆ (1 − 1 ) wi (52) ? kqk→∞



i∈v



i∈v



≥ (1 − )



X i∈v?



wi



(53)
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(a) Complete conflict network Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4.



where the last step is by (47). This completes the proof.



(54)



By Theorem 6, any (1−) fraction of the capacity region can be achieved when ai ’s are chosen to satisfy (46). This result appears to be counterintuitive at first glance since one would expect that there should be some unavoidable throughput loss due to carrier sensing failures. However, notice that while throughput loss cannot be eliminated, it can be made small by making the access probabilities (ai ’s) small. Theorem 6 states that the throughput loss by carrier sensing failures can be made arbitrarily small with a certain choice of ai ’s. However, the network may suffer from a large delay especially when ai ’s are very small; when the medium is idle, each link defers its packet transmission for 1/ai slots on average, and thus, the links in a network spend more time with idle slots. From this perspective, the bound β(2|E|+1 + |E|)−1 in (33) is not desirable. We conjecture that this bound in (46) is not necessary, and only the other bound would matter (see Appendix D). If this conjecture is true, then it allows for much more choices of ai ’s which may lead to better delay performance. For example, suppose that normalized arrival rate by the maximum throughput is 0.9 ( = 0.1) and a false negative carrier sensing failure happens with probability 0.1 (γ = 0.1). Then, we can set ai = 1/∆ to avoid the throughput loss by carrier sensing failures. This is intuitively a good solution for collision resolution as well. VIII. S IMULATION Setup: We consider two networks: (1) A complete conflict network of 10 links that all conflict with each other. Each link has identical average rate (load), with the sum rate being 1−, for a certain . (2) A 4x4 grid network consisting of 16 nodes and 24 links. The underlying conflict graph is given by the onehop interference model. To provide a normalized sum arrival rate 0 < 1 −  < 1 for the grid network, arrival rates at links are configured as in [3], [17]. All arrivals follow Bernoulli processes. The weight function is chosen as wi = log(1 + qi ). The probability of a false negative carrier sensing failure is set to γ = 0.2. The probability for a false positive is set to η = 0 unless specified otherwise.
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(a) Complete conflict network



Normalized sum throughput.



Remark A simpler form of the condition (46) is    β aub ≤ min , |E|+1 . γ∆ 2 + |E|
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(b) Grid network



DATA packet success probability.



1) Achievable Throughput: Fig. 3 shows the normalized sum throughput of the networks under given ai ’s. Given a normalized sum arrival rate (1 − ), it can be seen that there exists an upper-bound on ai to successfully serve all arrivals. Consider the complete conflict network. For each given  = 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 in Fig. 3(a), the upper-bounds on the access probability ai ’s from Theorem 4 are roughly 0.1, 0.15, and 0.20, respectively. The throughput degradation is observed when ai ’s are set larger than those bounds. Note that the sum throughput when ai = a is (1 − γa)|E|−1 as kqk → ∞ by (33) and Theorem 4. This is shown in Fig. 3(a) by the red line denoted by UB. Now consider the grid network in Fig. 3(b). We can see that the thresholds for ai ’s are ai = 0.12, 0.22, and 0.5 to serve all arrivals when  = 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2, respectively. Compared to these, Theorem 6 gives very conservative upper-bounds for ai ’s. If the bound aub ≤ (γ∆)−1 is considered, then the upper-bound is closer to what is observed in the figure, but it is only when  is smaller; the reason for the conservative bounds from Theorem 6 becomes clear when we consider the success probability next. 2) Success Probability: For the grid network, the success probability, its upper- and lower-bounds given by Lemma 4 are shown in Fig. 4(b). We can see that the lower-bound is loose. However, the bounds can be tight in some other network topologies, e.g., it is exact in a complete conflict network when ai ’s are fixed for all i ∈ E as shown in Fig. 4(a). Recall that, in the proof for Theorem 6, we use the lowerbound of χi (u), which is applicable to all network topologies, to uniformly bound the success probability. Since the bound is not tight for some topologies, packet loss caused by carrier sensing failures can be overestimated to establish Theorem 6. This is why the condition on ai ’s given by Theorem 6 is conservative compared to the thresholds shown in Fig. 3(b). 3) Delay: The average queue length per link, which is proportional to the average delay per link by Little’s law, is shown in Fig. 5. For both topologies and all ’s, the queue lengths can become large and the network becomes unstable when ai ’s are set too large. If ai ’s are set too small, the queue lengths can also be large since the network stays idle for a long time even though the network remains stable. Thus, although the smaller ai ’s may achieve larger throughput, ai ’s should also be chosen with some consideration of the resulting delays. 4) False Positive Carrier Sense Failure: So far we do not include false positive carrier sensing failures in the simulation.
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Fig. 6 shows sum throughput and average queue lengths of the grid network with the false positives. Recall that a false positive failure is modeled to happen with probability η and be independent over all time slots and links. When  = 0.15, the sum throughput of the grid network is confirmed to be 0.85 for all of the access probabilities ai = 0.1, 0.3, and 0.32 in Fig. 6(a), which is predicted by Theorem 3. However, as shown in Fig. 6(b), the increase in η leads to the increase of the average queue length. Since the false positives happen at links in E \ (u ∪ Cu ) only, they cannot interfere with preemptive transmissions. Rather, such events just make the links spend more time slots in the idle state.



IX. C ONCLUSION This paper has proposed Preemptive CSMA that achieves throughput-optimality when carrier sensing is ideal. Then, the ideal carrier sensing assumption is relaxed, and the throughput loss caused by imperfect carrier sensing is analyzed. The analysis reveals that throughput loss due to carrier sensing failures is solely by false negative failures and the amount of loss is a function of access probability ai . Thus, the loss can be lowered by smaller ai ’s. It has been proven that an appropriate choice of ai ’s can lead a network to achieve an arbitrary fraction of the capacity region under imperfect carrier sensing. A sufficient condition on ai ’s is derived by using the perturbed Markov chain theory. While this condition may be too conservative for some topologies, the key insight that small access probabilities overcome the effect of carrier sensing failures holds for all topologies.



If s0 ∩ (u ∪ y) 6= ∅, there is at least one link that has sensed the medium busy, but transmits in the next slot. However, this is not allowed by Line 6. Thus, the transition probability is zero when s0 ∩ (u ∪ y) 6= ∅. If y ∩ u0 6= ∅, there should be at least one link that had the preemption at time t − 1 but gives up and transmits a packet without the preemption at time t. However, this cannot happen because the link cannot set their xi (t) = 1 when it sets ui (t) = 0 by Line 6. Thus, the transition probability is also zero if y ∩ u0 6= ∅. Also, if u ∪ u0 ∈ / F, one link at time t − 1 has preemption, and one of its conflicting neighbors gets preemption at time t. Since there is always a BA after one link releases preemption, no conflicting neighbor can immediately obtain preemption. As a result, we always have u ∪ u0 ∈ F. Now consider the transition when s0 ∩(u ∪ y) = ∅, y∩u0 = ∅ and u ∪ u0 ∈ F. The transition probability can be calculated from P (u, y|u0 , s0 ) by (1). The probability P (u, y|u0 , s0 ) is derived by case-by-case analysis in the following. • Consider the links that sent packets with the preemption at time t − 1. Here are two possible transitions. – Link i ∈ u ∩ u0 : it transmits a packet with probability pi at time t, which is due to Line 5. – Link j ∈ u0 \ u: it does not transmit at time t with p¯j probability, giving up the preemption. • The links that have sensed the medium clear in time slot t − 1 may transmit packets at time t with al probability. There are two possible subsets of such links. – Link l ∈ y: it experiences collision at time t. – Link l ∈ u \ u0 : it successfully transmits its packet at time t, obtaining the preemption. • Consider the links that we have not examined, which are all silent at time t. – Link s ∈ s0 : it should be silent at time t since it sensed the medium busy Q at the end of time slot t−1, which corresponds to s∈s0 1. For simplicity, we do not include this in (3). – Link k ∈ E \ s0 \ y \ (u ∪ u0 ): it is silent in time slot t with a ¯k probability. By multiplying the probabilities for transitions, we have (3). This completes the proof. B. Proof for Lemma 3 To find the transition probability of the DTMC u(t), the sets Y and S are defined accordingly. Consider the nested summations XX P (u|u0 ) = P (s0 |u0 , u, y)P (u, y|u0 , s0 ), (55) y∈Y s∈S



which is from (4). For a given transition u ∪ u0 ∈ F, we have ∗ y ∈ Yu∪u 0 , which is the same as the ideal carrier sensing case because the false negatives are not presented and Y does not depend on s0 due to the order of summations. We also have s0 ∈ Su,y|u0 := {s : s ⊆ E \ (u ∪ u0 ∪ y) and s ⊇ Cu0 } since
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the links in u ∪ u0 do not sense the medium and the links in y should not experience false positive failures (otherwise, they cannot transmit at time t). However, due to the order of summations in (55), instead of P (s0 |u0 ), we need 0



0



0



P (s0 |u0 , u, y) = η |s \Cu0 | η¯|E\(u ∪Cu0 ∪s ∪u∪y)| ,



(56)



which is true if s0 ⊆ E \ (u ∪ u0 ∪ y) and s0 ⊇ Cu0 . By using Yu∪u0 and Su,y|u0 , the transition probability derived in (3) and (4) is as follows.  Y  Y  Y  P + (u|u0 ) = pi p¯j al i∈u∩u0







j∈u0 \u







Y



· X



X



a ¯k



k∈E\(u∪u0 )



y∈Yu∪u0



|(u\u0 )∪y|



η¯



s0 ∈Su,y|u0



l∈u\u0



Y ay a ¯ y∈y y



Y 1 P (s |u , u, y) a ¯k 0 0



!



0



(57)



k∈s



where the summation over s0 simplifies as X Y 1 0 (58) η¯|(u\u )∪y| P (s0 |u0 , u, y) a ¯k s0 ∈Su,y|u0 k∈s0  Y  X Y  0 1 η = η¯|E\(u ∪Cu0 )| a ¯k 0 η¯ · a ¯k k∈C 0 s ⊆S\C 0 k∈s0  Yu  Yu  0 1 η¯ak = η¯|E\(u ∪Cu0 )| (59) a ¯k η¯ · a ¯k k∈Cu0 k∈S\C 0  Y  Y u  0 η¯ak η ¯ |E\(u ∪Cu0 )| = η¯ (60) η¯ak η¯ · a ¯k k∈Cu0 k∈S  Y   Y  Y η¯ · a ¯y 1 η¯ak |u\u0 | = η¯ . η¯ak η¯ay a ¯k 0 y∈y k∈Cu0



k∈E\(u∪u )



(61) We use S := E \(uP∪ u0 ∪y) Q for simplicity. Q In (59), we use the binomial theorem s0 ⊆A i∈s0 ai = i∈A (1 + ai ). Inserting (61) into (57) results in (24). (61) is true since y ∩ Cu0 = ∅ ∗ for y ∈ Yu∪u 0. One can easily check the detailed balance equation by P + in (24) and π + in (25). Therefore, the DTMC u(t) under false positive carrier sensing failures is reversible, and π + in (25) is the corresponding stationary distribution.



Consider fde first. The lower-bound for fde can be found by taking ∅ out of Yu|u0 , which gives Y 1 . (63) fde ≥ a ¯k k∈Cu0



For the upper-bound, assuming a¯1ub < 2, we can apply the upper-bounds Y ay aub |Yu|u0 | < 2|E| , ≤ < 2 · aub if y 6= ∅, (64) a ¯ a ¯ub y∈y y Q Q and k∈Cu0 a¯1k ≤ k∈Cu0 a¯1ub < ( a¯1ub )|E| , which together gives  1 |E| ) · 1 + 2|E|+1 · aub fde ≤ ( (65) a ¯ub where 1 corresponds to the case y = ∅. Now consider fnu . For the lower-bound, Q we again take ∅ out of Yu|u0 ,s0 . In addition, we apply s∈s0 a¯1s ≥ 1. They together give X fnu ≥ P (s0 |u0 ) = 1. (66) s0 ∈Cu0



For the upper-bound of fnu , we use the same bounds in (64) in addition to Y 1 Y 1 ≤ , (67) a ¯s a ¯s 0 s∈s



s∈Cu0



0



which is true by s ⊆ Cu0 . Applying them gives    X Y 1   1 + 2|E|+1 aub P (s0 |u0 ) (68) fnu ≤  a ¯s s0 ∈Cu0 s∈Cu0    Y 1   1 + 2|E|+1 aub . = (69) a ¯s s∈Cu0



Now we combine all lower- and upper-bounds (63), (65), (66) and (68) to have fnu P (¯ aub )|E| < 1 + 2|E|+1 aub , < ∗ = |E|+1 P fde 1+2 aub



(70)



which are all independent of states u and u0 . For the β-closeness, 1 − β < PP∗ < 1 + β should hold. From this and (70) we have sufficient conditions for P to be β-close to P ∗ as follows. (¯ aub )|E| >1−β 1 + 2|E|+1 aub



(71)



2|E|+1 aub < β.



(72)



and C. Proof for Lemma 6 Consider 0



P P∗ .



P (u|u ) = P ∗ (u|u0 )



The first condition (71) to hold,



By canceling out common product terms, Q  P P  Q ay  1 P (s0 |u0 ) a ¯s a ¯y s∈s0



s0 ∈Cu0



 Q k∈Cu0



1 a ¯k







y∈Yu|u0 ,s0



P Q y∈Yu|u0 y∈y



ay a ¯y



1 − β + (1 − β)2|E|+1 aub < (¯ aub )|E| < 1 − |E|aub ,
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.



(62) Define the numerator of (62) as fnu and denominator as fde . To derive the upper-bound of | ffnu |, we are going to find de upper- and lower-bounds for both fnu and fde .



(73) (74)



which gives aub 



β . (1 − β)2|E|+1 + |E|



(75)



If (42) holds, so do (72) and (75). Moreover, the condition also ensures a¯1ub < 2. This completes the proof.
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Fig. 7. Three events that may happen under false negative imperfect carrier sensing. The underlying conflict graph is shown in Fig. 2. The red crossed boxes indicate a carrier sensing failure. Type II interference is the only interference to a DATA packet.



D. Rationale for Conjecture Fig. 7 shows three events that happen only under false negative carrier sensing failures. In Fig. 7(a), BA packets that follow preemptive transmissions are accidently interfered by link B which failed sensing both link A’s and link C’s preemptive transmissions. We call this type I interference. Fig. 7(b) shows the possibility of preemptive DATA transmissions being interfered by PROBE packets transmitted by carrier sensing failed links. Let us call it type II interference. Fig. 7(c) shows the case where link C would have been successful if link B had sensed the preemptive transmission of link A. The interference from link B not only prevents link C from starting a preemptive transmission, but also interferes the DATA packet from link A. We call this type III interference. Note that in Fig. 7(c) the interference from link B is type II for link A and type III for link C. Although type II definitely reduces the achievable throughput, type I and III may not. Regarding type I interference, suppose that the acknowledgement bitmaps embedded in both BA packets would be retransmitted on top of later BA packets while the transmitter assumes success of all DATA packets. Then, we can expect that type I interference does not affect the dynamics of Preemptive CSMA, and thus, the achievable throughput, either. Type III interference effectively reduces the probability that a PROBE packet transmission is successful. This is equivalent to reduce the access probability ai ’s of some links like link C. Due to a wide range of the acceptable access probability ai ’s for throughput-optimality, the throughput of Preemptive CSMA may not be degraded by this type of interference, either. If both type I and III interferences are indeed irrelevant to the achievable throughput, Preemptive CSMA should picks the desirable schedules in U  as backlogs get large despite type I and III interferences. Therefore, the conjecture follows. However, note that this does not mean that Preemptive CSMA can achieve throughput-optimality because there still exists type II interference. R EFERENCES [1] L. Jiang and J. Walrand, “A distributed CSMA algorithm for throughput and utility maximization in wireless networks,” in Proc. 46th Annual Allerton Conference on Comm., Control and Comp., Sept. 2008. [2] J. Liu, Y. Yi, A. Proutiere, M. Chiang, and H. V. Poor, “Maximizing utility via random access without message passing: Throughput, fairness and tradeoffs,” Microsoft Research Technical Report, Tech. Rep., Sept. 2008. [3] J. Ni, B. Tan, and R. Srikant, “Q-CSMA: Queue-length based CSMA/CA algorithms for achieving maximum throughput and low delay in wireless networks,” in Proc. IEEE INFOCOM Mini-Conference, Mar. 2010.
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